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In this paper, we develop a cellular automata model to study the coverage fluctuations in monolayers of
irreversible adsorbed particles. The effect of bulk diffusion and excluded volume interactions between ad-
sorbed and incoming particles on coverage fluctuations is analyzed by simulations and analytically. We also
show that the macroscopic boundary and initial conditions imposed at the system ~open or closed cell! deter-
mine the effect of these factors on coverage fluctuations. In fact, under certain conditions, the excluded volume
interactions only influence fluctuations near the jamming limit.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.037101 PACS number~s!: 05.10.2a, 82.70.Dd, 68.43.Mn, 05.40.2aThe irreversible adsorption of colloidal particles ~macro-
molecules, latexes, bacteria, etc.! from fluid suspensions to
solid surfaces is a complex phenomenon of great interest ~for
example, in filtration, chromatography, . . . ). Much effort
has been devoted to the study of the effect of transport
mechanisms on the adsorption kinetics and on the structure
of the adsorbed monolayer @1,2#. Recently, both experimental
@3–5# and theoretical @6# studies have analyzed also the fluc-
tuations in the number of adsorbed particles. It is expected
that coverage fluctuations reveal valuable information about
the adsorption process. However, the experimental results
@3–5# are difficult to interpret without a theory that can take
into account the effect of bulk diffusion. Up to now, theoret-
ical results concerning fluctuations have been developed in
the framework of geometrical models based on the surface
excluded by adsorbed particles @6#. These models do not con-
sider the transport of the particles form the bulk towards the
surface. Thus, the influence of bulk diffusion on coverage
fluctuations is not known.
In this article, we develop a cellular automata model ~CA!
in order to analyze coverage fluctuations in irreversible ad-
sorption driven by diffusion. Two main reasons justify the
convenience of CA models in diffusion problems @7#: ~a! it is
possible to develop computer simulations with a reasonable
effort ~they require less computational resources than other
techniques! and ~b! their analytical tractability. Our goal in
this paper is to determine, within this CA model, the role on
coverage fluctuations of ~a! bulk diffusion and ~b! the ex-
cluded volume interactions between incoming and adsorbed
particles. Also, we show that the relative effect of each of
these factors strongly depends on the boundary and initial
conditions imposed on the system. This important effect was
not predicted in previous studies and should be taken into
account in order to interpret properly the experimental re-
sults.
The CA model consists of a square adsorbing surface ~la-
beled as j50) with Nmax adsorbing sites and a bulk phase
( j51, . . . ,Lz) with V5NmaxLz sites. Each site can allocate
only one particle. At each time step, all diffusing particles
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(p51/6). If the selected node is free, a move to this node is
performed, but if it is occupied, the particle remains at its
initial position. When a particle reaches a free site at the
adsorbing surface, it is irreversibly adsorbed and remains
immobilized at this site. The process ends when the jammed
state is reached ~all the sites at the adsorbing surface are
occupied! or when all particles are adsorbed. We consider
periodic boundary conditions on axis x and y. On the z axis
we consider two kinds of conditions: ~a! a reflecting barrier
at j5Lz ~closed cell conditions!, and ~b! an equilibrium res-
ervoir with a fixed number of particles NR maintained at j
5Lz ~open cell conditions!. This reservoir is maintained by
removing or adding particles if necessary at each time step.
The initial condition (t50) is a uniform distribution of NB
particles in the case of closed cell conditions and an empty
system in the case of open cell conditions.
The number of adsorbed particles N0(t) increases mono-
tonically with time due to the irreversible nature of the ad-
sorption process. However, N0(t) presents statistical fluctua-
tions: at a given time t, identical surfaces with the same
boundary and initial conditions may have different number
of adsorbed particles. Thus, we define N¯ 0(t) as the mean
number of adsorbed particles averaged over an ensemble of
realizations of the adsorption process ~with the same macro-
scopic boundary and initial conditions!. The coverage u is
defined as the mean fraction of the surface covered by par-
ticles u(t)[N¯ 0(t)/Nmax . It increases monotonically with
time from u(0)50 to its maximum value u(t→‘)51 ~satu-
ration! due to irreversible adsorption. We also define N¯ j(t) as
the mean number of diffusing particles at the plane j at time
t. The mean fraction of occupied sites at slab j is n j(t)
5N¯ j(t)/Nmax . The mean flux of adsorbing particles towards
the surface is defined as JS(t)[u(t11)2u(t). Typically, in
adsorption studies, one characterizes the adsorbed particle
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 037101Now, our objective is to investigate the effect on Vr of dif-
fusion and the interaction between incoming and adsorbed
particles on the CA model.
We have performed computer simulations of the CA
model both with open and closed cell conditions and we
have monitored u(t),JS(u), and Vr(u). The values of the
simulation parameters employed are summarized in Table I.
For each set of parameters ~labeled as S1, S2, etc.!, we have
performed 10 000 independent runs. All simulations corre-
spond to suspensions that are diluted enough in order to
make irrelevant the excluded volume effects at the bulk. S1
to S3 correspond to closed cell simulations with different
number of initial particles: in S1 we have NB@Nmax , in S2
we have NB;Nmax , and in S3 NB!Nmax . S4 and S5 cor-
respond to an open cell with the particle reservoir near and
far from the adsorbing surface, respectively.
Adsorption kinetics. The flux of adsorbing particles ob-
tained in simulations is shown in Fig. 1. In order to under-
stand more deeply the results of simulations, we have devel-
oped a mean field ~MF! description of the CA. In this
description, the flux obeys the balance equation,
JS[u~ t11 !2u~ t !5pf~u!n1~ t !. ~2!
TABLE I. Sets of values for the simulation parameters.
BC Lz Nmax NB n j(t50) nR u(t→‘)
S1 Closed 100 106 23106 0.02 1
S2 Closed 50 104 11000 0.022 1
S3 Closed 5 104 4020 0.0804 0.402
S4 Open 4 104 0 0 0.01 1
S5 Open 50 104 0 0 0.022 1
FIG. 1. Normalized flux of particles: simulations S2 ~s!, S4
(1), and S5 (3), quasisteady analytical solution ~dashed line!,
and non-steady numerical solution of MF equations ~solid line!.03710Equation ~2! expresses the fact that u increases due to the
particles at j51 that move to j50. The probability of this
move is p51/6 and the probability of finding a free site to
adsorb in a move is ~in a ‘‘mean field’’ sense! the fraction of
free sites, f512u . At slab j51, particles can arrive from
j52 and exit to j50,2. Thus, a balance for the number of
particles at this slab leads to
n1~ t11 !2n1~ t !5pn2~ t !2pn1~ t !2pf~u!n1~ t !. ~3!
In Eq. ~3! it has been assumed that bulk concentration is
small, so we do not take into account the fact that each site at
j51 can only be occupied by one particle. In a completely
analogous way, we can obtain the balance equations for the
mean number of particles at each slab j,
n j~ t11 !2n j~ t !522pn j~ t !1pn j11~ t !1pn j21~ t !,
2< j,Lz . ~4!
Closed cell conditions. In this case, the set of equations
~2!–~4! has been solved numerically with the initial condi-
tion n j(0)5NB /V( j>1) and the perfectly reflecting bound-
ary condition nLz(t)5nLz21(t). The calculated flux of par-
ticles is in very good agreement with the flux computed from
simulations as shown in Fig. 1 for the case S2. Initially, the
flux is given by J05pNB /Lz and decreases with u , vanish-
ing at the jamming limit u51.
Open cell conditions. In this case, we consider the initial
condition of an empty system, n j(0)50( j,Lz) and the
boundary condition of a particle reservoir: nLz(t)5nR . The
set of equations ~2!–~4! with these conditions has been
solved numerically. Also, we note that for times larger than
the characteristic diffusion time t;Lz
2 these equations admit
an analytical solution using the quasistationary approxima-
tion n j(t11)2n j(t)>0( j.0). This quasistationary solu-
tion is useful when Lz is not too large. Within this approxi-
mation, the solution of Eq. ~4! has the form n j5A j1B , so
taking into account Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, we have obtained
n j~u!5JS~u!@~ j /p !1kr21~u!# , ~5!
kr
21~u![@f21~u!21#/p . ~6!
Physically, the quantity kr
21 defined in Eq. ~6! can be inter-
preted as the resistance due to adsorbed particles @2#. Note
that Eq. ~5! implies that the flux of particles is related to the
concentration in the reservoir nR by JS(u)5K(u)nR , where
K(u) is the kinetic coefficient given by
K21~u![~Lz /p !1kr
21~u!. ~7!
Equation ~7! can be interpreted as the combination of a re-
sistance kr
21(u) due to the interaction with adsorbed par-
ticles in series with an ideal resistance k0
21[Lz /p depending
only on diffusion ~independent of interactions with the sub-
strate!. The flux verifies JS<J0, where J05k0nR . We recall
that the results given by Eqs. ~5!–~7! are the discretized ver-
sion of the more general results obtained in Ref. @2#. In Fig.
1 we compare the flux obtained in simulations with the qua-1-2
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simulation S4 there is a good agreement between the station-
ary solution and simulations. In the case of simulation S5,Lz
is too large and the quasi-stationary hypothesis fails. In this
case, we have solved numerically Eqs. ~2!–~4!. The nonsta-
tionary flux calculated in this way agrees well with simula-
tions.
Fluctuations. The behavior of Vr(u) ~Figs. 2 and 3!
shows that fluctuations strongly depend on the boundary and
initial conditions imposed on the system. In all the simula-
tions, we have the same transport mechanisms ~namely dif-
fusion! and the same interactions between incoming and ad-
FIG. 2. Vr(u) in closed cell conditions: simulations S1 (3),
S2 (1), and S3 (s); binomial distribution ~solid line!.
FIG. 3. Vr(u) in open cell conditions: simulations S4 (1) and
S5 (3) and master equation calculations ~solid line!.03710sorbed particles ~excluded volume interaction! but the
behavior of the reduced variance is very different in each set
of boundary conditions.
Closed cell conditions. In this case, fluctuations can be
understood by noting that a particle which tries to be ad-
sorbed and is rejected can try again to get adsorbed several
times into other sites due to bulk diffusion. Let q5q(t) be
the probability that a particle initially in the bulk is not ad-
sorbed ~‘‘survives’’ at bulk! at time t. If the surface is near
saturation and we have more particles at bulk than the num-
ber of free adsorbing sites, it is possible that this particle will
not be adsorbed. However, if these conditions are not ful-
filled, the particle will adsorb after a short time. In this case,
the probability P(N0 ,t) that we observe N0 adsorbed par-





where NB is the total number of particles in the system
~which is equal to the initial number of particles in the bulk!.
The mean number of adsorbed particles is N¯ 0(t)5(1









In Fig. 2 we compare Eq. ~9! with closed cell simulations. In
the case of S2 and S3, simulations agree well with Eq. ~9!.
Thus, excluded volume interactions between incoming and
adsorbed particles do not influence Vr due to bulk diffusion.
However, excluded volume effects are important near the
jamming limit. Note that at the jamming limit all the adsorp-
tion sites are occupied and no fluctuations are possible (Vr
50). But if NB.Nmax , Eq. ~9! vanishes at the unphysical
coverage u5NB /Nmax.1. Simulation S1 corresponds to this
situation. The simulation results deviates abruptly from Eq.
~9! near the jamming limit because Vr must vanish at u51
~see Fig. 2!.
Open cell conditions. In this case, simulations clearly
show that fluctuations strongly depend on the distance be-
tween the adsorbing surface and the particle reservoir ~see
Fig. 3!. The influence of the reservoir is due to the fact that
particles diffusing near the surface can easily return to the
reservoir if it is near j50 ~as in simulation S4). In this case,
an incoming particle can explore only a small distance after
a failed adsorption attempt. Thus, fluctuations are affected by
the combined effect of excluded volume interactions and the
reservoir. If the reservoir is far enough from the surface ~as
in S5), Vr.1 for not too large u . Near the jamming limit, Vr
decreases with u due to excluded volume interactions.
In order to obtain approximately Vr(u), we use the master
equation approach developed in Ref. @6#. This approach has
been applied successfully to the case of geometrical models.
In these models, the diffusion of particles at bulk is not taken
into account explicitly but the excluded volume interactions
between incoming and adsorbed particles are taken into ac-
count in detail. These excluded volume interactions are de-
scribed by the available surface function F(u) that relates1-3
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tion approach, Vr(u) can be computed from F(u) @6#. In the
CA model in the quasistationary approximation, we can ap-
ply the master equation approach if we replace the F(u)
concept of geometrical models by the kinetic coefficient
K(u). The kinetic coefficient K(u) defined in Eq. ~7! gener-
alizes F(u) and takes into account the diffusion of incoming
particles, the presence of a particle reservoir and the ex-
cluded volume interaction. Performing this replacement in







We have obtained an explicit analytic expression for Vr(u)
by substituting Eq. ~7! in Eq. ~10! and performing the inte-
gration. The obtained result verifies the expected limiting
behaviors: Vr(u51)50 and limzR→‘Vr(u)51. For small u ,
we have obtained, from Eqs. ~7! and ~10!, Vr512u/Lz
2u2(4/3)(Lz21)/Lz21O(u3). In Fig. 3 we have evaluated
Eqs. ~7! and ~10! for the parameters corresponding to simu-
lations S4 and S5. Qualitatively, the behavior of Vr(u) is
well reproduced by Eq. ~10!. However, Eq. ~10! overesti-
mates Vr for large Lz due to the failure of the stationary
hypothesis on which Eqs. ~7! and ~10! are based.
In summary, we have observed that the roles played by03710bulk diffusion and excluded volume effects on coverage fluc-
tuations depend strongly on the boundary conditions.
The results of the CA model in the case of closed cell
boundary conditions show that the fluctuations in the number
of adsorbed particles can be described by a simple binomial
distribution except near the jamming limit. This is a conse-
quence of the bulk diffusion of incoming particles. Excluded
volume effects influence Vr only near the jamming limit if
the initial number of particles in the system is much larger
than the number of sites available for adsorption. In the case
of open cell boundary conditions, fluctuations strongly de-
pend on the position of the particle reservoir ~which deter-
mines the distance which a particle can travel by diffusion!.
If the particle reservoir is maintained far enough from the
adsorbing surface, bulk diffusion dominates and the reduced
variance is nearly 1 even for relatively high coverages. If the
particle reservoir is near the adsorbing surface, Vr is strongly
influenced by excluded volume interactions. In this case, we
have obtained an analytical expression for Vr(u) by extend-
ing to the CA model of the master equation theory presented
in Ref. @6#.
In recent experimental studies @3–5#, the behavior of
Vr(u) has been analyzed as a function of the transport
mechanisms and interactions between incoming and ad-
sorbed particles. However, our model clearly shows that the
role played by these factors on fluctuations strongly depends
on the boundary conditions imposed. Thus, our results have
to be taken into account in order to understand properly the
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